Lung cancer accounts for approximately 14% of all newly diagnosed cancers and is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths. Chimeric RNA resulting from gene fusions (RNA fusions) and other RNA splicing errors are driver events and clinically addressable targets for nonesmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The reliable assessment of these RNA markers by next-generation sequencing requires integrated reagents, protocols, and interpretive software that can harmonize procedures and ensure consistent results across laboratories. We describe the development and verification of a system for targeted RNA sequencing for the analysis of challenging, low-input solid tumor biopsies that includes reagents for nucleic acid quantification and library preparation, run controls, and companion bioinformatics software. Assay development reconciled sequence discrepancies in public databases, created predictive formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded RNA qualification metrics, and eliminated read misidentification attributable to index hopping events on the next-generation sequencing flow cell. The optimized and standardized system was analytically verified internally and in a multiphase study conducted at five independent laboratories. The results show accurate, reproducible, and sensitive detection of RNA fusions, alternative splicing events, and other expression markers of NSCLC. This comprehensive approach, combining sample quantification, quality control, library preparation, and interpretive bioinformatics software, may accelerate the routine implementation of targeted RNA sequencing of formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded samples relevant to NSCLC. (J Mol Diagn 2019, 21: 352e365; https://doi.The prevalence and mortality rate of lung cancer underlines the need for basic and translational research and technologies to improve diagnosis and treatment. Nonesmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) originates from cells with driver mutations that provide a selective growth advantage. As few as three sequential mutations have been proposed to produce
lethal neoplasms of lung adenocarcinomas. 1 A total of 80% to 90% of lung cancer has been attributed to smoking, 2 but DNA replication errors also contribute. 3 Of importance, never-smokers with NSCLC are more likely to have driver mutations in druggable genes, such as EGFR. 4 Strategies for primary and secondary prevention and precision medicine using targeted therapies have been informed by an increasing knowledge base of how proto-oncogenes, such as EGFR and KRAS, are activated and tumor suppressor genes, such as PTEN, are inactivated. 3 Although single-nucleotide variants, insertions, and deletions in DNA are commonly associated with cancer initiation and progression, RNA fusions are recognized as truncal driver events and druggable targets. At least three fusion gene partners are now well established as drivers in NSCLC, namely ALK, ROS1, and RET. 5e9 Translocations of these tyrosine kinase genes fuse with other genes with a functional 3 0 kinase domain to provoke constitutive activation of proliferative pathways, such as mitogen activated protein kinase/extracellular signaleregulated kinase, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/AKT, and Janus kinase/STAT. 10, 11 In total, >100 distinct fusion breakpoints of ALK, ROS1, and RET have been described in NSCLC, representing 3% to 7% of these cancers. Fusion-positive individuals are typically younger and never-smokers compared with fusionnegative patients. 12 Drugs such as crizotinib, ceretinib, and alectinib have demonstrated efficacy against fusion variants, 13e17 and all these drugs are approved by the US Food and Drug Administration for NSCLC harboring the appropriate target gene fusion. Other fusion genes, such as NTRK1, NRG1, and FGFR, have also been identified in NSCLC, and these targets offer promise for treatment using tyrosine kinase inhibitors. 18 Exon skipping is an error in RNA processing that also deregulates tyrosine kinase pathways in NSCLC. Sequence variants in MET splice donors or acceptors near exon 14 cause skipping of this exon in mature transcripts. This alternative splicing creates a MET protein that lacks the negatively regulated juxtamembrane domain. 19 MET exon 14 skipping (MET ex14) is detectable in 2% to 4% of all NSCLC 10,20e22 and in 19% of never-smokers 23 without other common driver mutations. In contrast to fusionpositive patients with NSCLC, patients with MET ex14 are often older than those with EGFR or KRAS mutations. 24 Preliminary studies have demonstrated that patients with NSCLC and MET ex14 respond to MET inhibitors, such as crizotinib and carbozantinib. 23, 25 Clinical trials are under way to further explore and characterize such therapeutic interventions. Of importance, these inhibitors may also be effective against MET amplification, which is significantly more common in patients with stage IV MET ex14 compared with those with earlier-stage NSCLC. 24 Chimeric RNAs resulting from gene fusions (RNA fusions) or exon-skipping events are revealed by one or more of several different assay technologies, including immunohistochemistry (IHC), fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and RT-PCR. 26 Next-generation sequencing (NGS), however, is well suited to flag these events using a single input of RNA and a multiplexed format. Validated NGS methods for interrogating DNA have rapidly emerged in the clinic, typically through panels that selectively enrich for subsets of clinically relevant genes. The development of more accurate methods for preanalytical sample characterization, locked-down instrument systems, standardized controls, and traceable and optimized bioinformatics pipelines have been central to the uptake of clinical NGS. 27 Despite an increasing number of published improvements to specific steps in the process, examples of robust, targeted NGS systems that are optimized across preanalytical to postanalytical phases are rare. Instead, such methods are often characterized by uneven quality control (QC) checks and metrics, tedious protocols, and a lack of process integration from sample to answer. 27 This is particularly true for targeted RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) assays that have not yet matured in the wake of the initial wave of targeted DNA panels developed for routine mutation analysis in cancer. A handful of initial studies have described targeted RNA-Seq assays for NSCLC-related fusions, 28e31 but characterizations of streamlined methods that detect and quantify fusion and MET ex14 variants using a system of reagents, controls, and integrated bioinformatics software are lacking. Herein we report the development and multisite evaluation of a system tailored for NSCLC that reports 107 specific fusions in 11 target genes, 3 0 /5 0 gene expression imbalances measured within four commonly fused genes for rare breakpoint detection, and three MET exon junctions that quantify MET ex14 skipping. Additional gene expression markers, including select immune checkpoint genes and internal normalization controls, are included to broaden sample interpretations and augment assay QC.
Materials and Methods

FFPE Tumor Samples, Cell Lines, and Synthetic Materials
Preliminary studies on the development of the panel and setting of input requirements and analysis thresholds used 217 NSCLC formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) materials; 107 synthetic targets; four cell lines (H2228, H596, HCC78, RT112); RNA from human brain, testes, and lung (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA); and Seraseq FFPE Tumor Fusion RNA Reference Material version 1 (SeraCare Life Sciences, Milford, MA). FFPE materials were derived from surgical resection or core-needle biopsy samples and were prepared as tissue blocks or 3-mm and 5mm-thick sections prepared on slides. Final performance verification studies used 30 NSCLC FFPE materials, eight cell lines (H2228, H596, HCC78, RT112, HL60, H549, H1650, H2170), six fine-needle aspirates (FNAs; alcohol fixed), four fresh-frozen tissues, and human tissue from brain, testes, and lung. To approximate a range of tumor Targeted RNA-Seq for NSCLC The Journal of Molecular Diagnosticsjmd.amjpathol.org heterogeneity, additional test material was prepared by admixing mutant-positive and mutant-negative isolations of a similar material type (eg, FFPE with FFPE). Titrations of fusion-positive identified materials were prepared to evaluate the performance of the assay at various input levels. Synthetic double-stranded gene constructs were designed to confirm the panel's ability to detect all 107 fusion targets and assess assay sensitivity. RNA was in vitro transcribed from all constructs and spiked into fusion-negative cell-line total nucleic acid (TNA).
Isolation of Nucleic Acids
TNA was isolated from FFPEs, FNAs, and fresh-frozen tissue using the QIAamp DNA FFPE Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) without RNase treatment according to the manufacturer's instructions. A subset of these TNA eluates was further treated with DNase I, which was subsequently heat killed, to prepare pure RNA isolations. Individual cell lines were cultured under reported optimal conditions (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and collected at the time of passage. TNA from cell pellets was isolated using the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen) without the DNA eliminator column. Elution was performed in RNAse-free water provided with the kit.
RT-qPCR QC Assay Design
To identify stably expressed reference gene(s), an analysis was conducted of healthy and diseased tissues from The Cancer Genome Atlas, including lung (n Z 575 adenocarcinomas and 539 squamous cell carcinomas), colon (n Z 321), sarcomas (n Z 255), and thyroid (n Z 570). Selection of endogenous controls (ECs) was restricted to those expressed across all cohorts in the range of 3 to 6 log 2 reads per million mapped, which resulted in 2928 candidate ECs. geNorm analysis 32 and assessment of within-and between-tissue variance was performed on the combined set of candidates to select 10 candidate genes. From this set, real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays were developed, and the final target, GGNBP2, was selected on the basis of functional testing, PCR linearity, and reverse transcriptase efficiency and analysis of variance on a representative set of NSCLC FFPEs and cell lines. GGNBP2 and two additional stably expressed targets (RAB5C and TBP) were included in the final targeted RNA-Seq panel design.
Panel Content Selection and Design
Fusions and splice variants were prioritized according to their recurrence in NSCLC and the level of evidence supporting targetable therapy options. The highest priority was given to variants linked to approved treatments for NSCLC and to variants with approved treatments in other cancer types. Variants associated with treatments that have ongoing clinical trials were given secondary prioritization followed by those that have supporting scientific evidence in the peer-reviewed literature. Fusion pairs that were selected for inclusion into the panel were subdivided into reported breakpoints, which were further ranked by NSCLC incidence reported in COSMIC version 82 (Cosmic Software Inc., Billerica, MA; https://www.cosmic-software.com). To detect rare or novel fusion breakpoints not specifically targeted by the panel, targets were included to represent the 3 0 and 5 0 regions of genes recurrently 3 0 -fused in NSCLC (ALK, RET, ROS1, NTRK1). The ratio of 3 0 to 5 0 expression can be used to detect fusions not directly targeted by the panel. The 3 0 and 5 0 expression target amplicons were selected to straddle all known breakpoints.
In addition to fusions and splice variants, mRNA expression markers were selected on the basis of predictive or prognostic value. Included within this set are markers such as PDL1 and CTLA4, which are predictive of response to immune checkpoint therapies. 33 To provide accurate quantification of these expression markers independent of library sequencing depth, three EC genes that are stably expressed in NSCLC and normal lung tissue were enlisted for normalization.
Multiplex primer design was performed using in silico simulation of primer target specificity, and the panel was optimized to avoid dimer forming primers and off-target amplification events. Amplicons for all expression targets (including 3 0 /5 0 imbalance markers) were designed to lie on an exon-exon junction common to most target gene isoforms [Ensembl genome version 79 (European Bioinformatics Institute, Cambridgeshire, UK; http://ensemblgenomes.org)]. Primer designs were iteratively refined after library preparation (from RNA samples derived from cell line and FFPE plus nontemplate controls) and NGS analysis to identify and remove any residual primer-dimers and other off-target amplicons.
Synthetic Target Design
Synthetic double-stranded gene fragments (gBlocks, Integrated DNA Technologies, Skokie, IL) were designed to assess the ability to detect all content of the panel and for an alternative assessment of assay sensitivity. These synthetic constructs contained the following design elements: i) a T7 transcription site for the generation of an RNA template, ii) a synthetic fusion construct containing an internal 8-nt stamp code for the identification of synthetic origin, and iii) an adjoined alien sequence derived from the potato genome for independent quantification. gBlocks were generated for all 107 fusion targets included in the panel ( Supplemental Table  S1 ), and RNA products were generated from all constructs via T7 induced in vitro transcription (IVT). IVT products were spiked into fusion-negative cell line TNA isolations (estimated 1000 copies into 10 ng) and evaluated using the NGS workflow to verify the ability to amplify and detect all fusion targets (data not shown). In addition, both gBlocks and cDNA products generated from IVTs were quantified using droplet digital PCR quantification of the alien sequence, and these values were used to generate titrations down to 2 jmd.amjpathol.org -The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics functional copy equivalents of cDNA into gene-specific PCR enrichment to assess the ability to detect the targets at these independently quantified input levels.
Preanalytical QC
Bulk nucleic acid concentration was measured by A260 using a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). RNA concentrations were also determined in both TNA and RNA isolations using the Qubit HS RNA Assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Functional (amplifiable) RNA copies were quantified by RT-qPCR of GGNBP2 and used to determine suitability for library preparation and aid in the interpretation of NGS analysis results (see NGS Analysis).
NGS Library Preparation
Targeted RNA-Seq libraries were prepared using the QuantideX NGS RNA Lung Cancer Kit (Asuragen, Inc., Austin, TX) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, RNA (or TNA) was reverse transcribed to generate first-strand cDNA. Preanalytical QC was performed to measure the number of amplifiable cDNA reference gene copies, and the results were used to inform downstream analysis of NGS results. The reverse transcriptase product was then transferred to multiplexed PCR for target-specific enrichment. Amplicons ranged from 63 to 157 bp in length, including both the gene-specific primers and region of interest. A fraction of the PCR-enriched targets was passed to a tagging PCR reaction to simultaneously incorporate sample-specific index codes and sequencing adapters for NGS on the MiSeq System (Illumina, San Diego, CA). The resultant sample libraries were purified and diluted in two serial 100-fold dilutions, and concentrations were measured using the included qPCR assay. Libraries were then pooled in equimolar ratios, and the resultant pool was diluted to 2.5 nmol/L. A PhiX control was added to each library pool according to the manufacturer's specifications (Illumina). Pooled libraries and custom sequencing primers were loaded onto MiSeq version 2 or version 3 reagent cartridges (Illumina) and sequenced.
NGS Library QC
Post-NGS analysis used the individual coverage of the three EC genes and the geometric mean coverage of the three genes as postanalytical QC filters. To pass QC, the geometric mean of the three endogenous reference genes (EC coverage) was required to be !1000 reads and all three reference genes must have had at least 15Â coverage. At risk QC status was assigned to libraries that had <1000 and !100 EC coverage, if the preanalytical QC measure of the reverse transcriptase product was between 5 and 50 copies/ mL, or if any single reference gene had >15Â coverage. Libraries were assigned a fail QC status if the geometric mean of the EC coverage was <100 reads or if the preanalytical QC measure of the reverse transcriptase product was <5 copies/mL (20 copies total into enrichment PCR). Although fusion and MET ex14epositive calls can be confidently made in both pass and at risk QC categories, there is a risk of false-negative calls for libraries that are at risk. Imbalance positive calls can be confidently made in only the pass QC category. At risk libraries have a greater probability of both false-positive and false-negative calls because of insufficient input amount. No calls are made for libraries with a fail QC status.
NGS Analysis
Raw NGS paired-end sequences were preprocessed to strip adapter sequences. During adapter trimming, the I7 and I5 index codes were read and compared against the expected dual index for a given library. Read pairs with index codes not matching the expected were discarded from further analysis. The I7 and I5 index codes are visible in the forward and reverse reads for all panel amplicons because the instrument cycle count was extended to read 36 bp longer than the longest amplicon in the panel. This index filtering step eliminated demultiplexing errors from index hopping (see Discussion). A local gapped alignment to the reference transcriptome (inclusive of targeted breakpoint sequences) was performed using bowtie2 version 2.0.5 (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD; http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge. net/bowtie2/index.shtml). The alignment parameters favored sensitivity over specificity (using the default option -sensitive-local for bowtie2). Subsequent filtering excluded alignments that do not match the expected amplicon boundaries or contain large gaps to ensure accurate target coverage estimation. Fusions and splice variant detection were performed according to an uppertailed Poisson test statistic, and 3 0 /5 0 expression imbalances were assessed on normalized 3 0 and 5 0 expression data. Gene expression targets were normalized by the geometric mean of the EC targets (TBP, RAB5C, and GGNBP2). NGS library QC status was assigned on the basis of the preanalytical QC functional input copies in conjunction with coverage of the three EC targets.
Fusion, Splice Variant, and 3 0 /5 0 Imbalance Detection An upper-tailed Poisson test statistic is applied to detect gene fusions and splice variants.
where k is the coverage of the target and
and n is the normalization factor coverage (defined below), r is the rate threshold, and N min is the normalization coverage Imbalance ratios are calculated for genes known to be 3 0 members of gene fusions. For these genes, there is an amplicon covering the 5 0 region upstream of all known breakpoints and a 3 0 region downstream of all known breakpoints of the fused gene. The imbalance ratio is calculated as the 3 0 normalized coverage divided by the 5 0 normalized coverage:
Raw 3 0 and 5 0 coverage is normalized by a normalization factor, 
Performance Verification Testing
A core set of eight samples for precision studies included TNA from two fusion-positive FFPE samples, one fusionpositive cell line, one MET ex14epositive cell-line, one human RNA control, one synthetic RNA control in a background of control human RNA, and one nontemplate control. These samples were used to create nine independent libraries per sample prepared by two operators on 7 days and evaluated in a combined 14 replicates over seven NGS runs.
For analytical sensitivity evaluations, admixtures of positive and negative FFPEs (for fusion) and cell lines (for MET ex14) were prepared at 15%, 5%, and 1% positive by copy number at a total input amount of 800 functional copies into reverse transcription. The number of respective replicates evaluated by NGS for each admixture were 4, 8, and 4. In addition, TNA from a fusion-positive FFPE and a MET ex14epositive cell line were titrated for estimated inputs of 800, 400, 200, 100, and 10 functional copies. The number of respective replicates for each titration were 2, 2, 8, 4, and 4. FFPE isolations that contained >8000 functional copies (up to 20,000) were also prepared for evaluation of dynamic range into library preparation.
Additional test samples included a set of 20 fusionnegative TNA isolations from unique FFPE samples, FNA, and fresh-frozen NSCLC samples and additional isolations from the same source FFPEs including replicate TNA isolation and RNA-only isolations. A combined total of 269 libraries were evaluated by NGS using MiSeq V2 and V3 reagent kits ranging from four to 48 libraries per flow cell.
Multisite Evaluation Study Design
TNA isolated from 24 NSCLC FFPEs and three cell lines (H596, RT112, and HCC78) were used to prepare a set of 30 evaluation samples. The 30 sample sets included 13 fusion-positive results derived from five unique clinical FFPE specimens and two cell lines, including a six-point series of a fusion-positive FFPE titrated down to 9-ng mass input. A cell lineederived MET ex14 variantepositive sample was also included. An additional two test samples, a nontemplate control and a synthetic fusion-positive control, were included. Blinded samples were aliquoted, divided into three test sets for a phased-approach analysis, and distributed to the independent laboratories for evaluation (S.H., S.S., Z.Y.P., A.K.G., D.S., L.C.v.K., M.L.A.) (Supplemental Figure S1 ). Test set 1 (eight total samples) was used to train each site in the assay workflow and use of the integrated software analysis package (accomplished at all sites in <2 days). Test set 2 included all samples (precision measure), and test set 3 contained 16 samples to be run in duplicate (reproducibility). Sites 2 to 4 ran all test sets, whereas site 1 only ran set 2, and site five only ran set 1 and a subset of set 2, resulting in a total of 264 NGSevaluated libraries.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for Analytical Performance and Multisite Evaluations
Fusions and splice events were included in the final performance analysis on the basis of meeting all inclusion and exclusion criteria. For inclusion, these libraries were required to have a pass or at risk QC status according to the aforementioned preanalytical and postanalytical QC metrics, to have a percentage of positive tumor cellularity of !5%, and to be free of traceable and avoidable operator error. To guard against low confidence calls that were potentially caused by contamination from neighboring positive samples with high coverage, postrun exclusion criteria were adopted. Library preparations in adjacent wells that were positive for matching fusion breakpoints were identified. If the ratio of the fusion/splice event coverage for the low confidence call was <1% than that of the adjacent library, the call was excluded from the final results. Imbalance calls inclusion and exclusion criteria were restricted to samples that were given a pass QC status and had a percentage of positive tumor cellularity of !15%.
Orthogonal Assays and Reference Calls
Non-NGS reference methods were used to corroborate the accuracy of all positive calls and a subset of negative calls for samples used through the described studies, including FFPE samples. The reference methods for fusion testing included TaqMan Fusion Transcript Assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific), FISH, IHC, or literature references for cell lines. 34 MET ex14epositive FFPE results were confirmed using a custom droplet digital PCR assay that selectively amplified MET ex13 and 14 boundaries.
A concordance study of orthogonal test methods was conducted at Jewish General Memorial Hospital. An additional set of 11 FFPE-derived residual clinical research samples (previously annotated by ALK FISH and IHC) and a subset of 15 samples from the multisite evaluation set were evaluated using the nCounter Vantage Lung Gene Fusion Panel (NanoString Technologies, Seattle, WA). All assays were executed and evaluated according to manufacturer protocols.
Results
RNA-Seq Panel Design and Workflow
RNA-Seq panel content included RNA markers recommended by National Comprehensive Cancer Network or European Society for Medical Oncology NSCLC guidelines 35e37 and markers with clinical research value, such as expression markers of prognostic and theranostic interest. This content is summarized in Table 1 , with a complete list of targeted fusion breakpoints provided in Supplemental  Table S1 . Fusion targets include ALK (53 breakpoints), ROS1 (22 breakpoints), and RET (12 breakpoints). All targets were confirmed by comparing information in public databases with the original literature reports. Multiplexed PCR primer designs for all 107 fusion targets were confirmed by NGS using synthetic IVT templates (Materials and Methods). MET ex14 was reported as a fraction of skipped (spliced exons 13 to 15) and unskipped transcripts. Comparisons of 3 0 and 5 0 gene expression at loci relevant to four commonly rearranged genes enabled the detection of rare breakpoints that were not explicitly targeted. The panel design also included 23 expression markers, including those transcripts whose protein products may predict response to immune checkpoint therapies, such as CD274 (PDL1), PDCD1LG2 (PDL2), PDCD1 (PD1), and CTLA4. Three stably expressed EC genes were used for QC purposes.
The panel content was interrogated using a targeted RNA-Seq workflow (Figure 1 ) from RNA or TNA inputs into a reverse transcription reaction to yield bulk cDNA. A fraction of cDNA was analyzed for functional or amplifiable RNA templates via qPCR assessment of a stably expressed reference gene (Materials and Methods). The absolute number of amplifiable reference gene copies was then used to report library inputs and aid analytical interpretations. Targets were 
Coverage type Markers
Fusion transcript CLTC-ALK (n Z 3), DCTN1-ALK (n Z 1), EML4-ALK (n Z 32), KIF5B-ALK (n Z 5), KLC1-ALK (n Z 1), SQSTM1-ALK (n Z 1), STRN-ALK (n Z 4), TFG-ALK (n Z 5), TPM3-ALK (n Z 1), TFG-NTRK1 (n Z 1), TPM3-NTRK1 (n Z 1), TPM3-ROS1 (n Z 2), CCDC6-ROS1 (n Z 1), CD74-ROS1 (n Z 3), CLTC-ROS1 (n Z 1), EZR-ROS1 (n Z 2), amplified by multiplex gene-specific PCR and tagged with indexed NGS adapters. Next, libraries were purified with magnetic beads, quantified by qPCR, and pooled at equimolar ratios. Sequencing was performed on the MiSeq system, followed by analysis using a custom bioinformatics pipeline.
Assay Optimization and Familiarization
Initial performance of the RNA-Seq assay was evaluated using a familiarization set of 601 libraries prepared from well-characterized cell lines and >350 independent residual clinical FFPEs. Results for all positive calls and a subset of negative calls were assessed by orthogonal test methods (see Accuracy). During the initial analysis, false-positive calls that were attributed to index hopping, a phenomenon in which one library is erroneously demultiplexed into another because of index code misassignment, were identified. 38 An index-code misassignment rate of up to 0.6% was observed (Supplemental Figure S2) . The issue was resolved by extending the number of instrument cycles to 201 cycles in both directions to resequence the I7 and I5 index codes in the forward and reverse reads, respectively. The analysis pipeline was subsequently configured to exclude reads that had been demultiplexed to an incorrect library, which suppressed these events to undetectable levels (<0.01%). The number of preanalytical amplifiable RNA copies was then assessed with the goal of maintaining high analytical sensitivity in the NGS output (postanalytical performance). The ability to make accurate calls along with the quality of the NGS read data varied by clonality and mass input. No false-negative results were observed down to the equivalent of 5% fusion-positive cells for inputs of at least 200 functional cDNA copies (Figure 2A ). This minimum input target coincided with an observed inflection point in the fraction of target mapped reads as a function of input copies ( Figure 2B) .
Because fluorescence-based bulk nucleic acid quantification is widely used to inform input into NGS testing, the association between FFPE RNA mass determined by fluorescence and the number of functional copies quantified by RT-qPCR was investigated using 100 FFPE samples from tissue blocks or slides. For 97% of samples, 20 ng was sufficient to meet the minimum input requirement of 200 amplifiable cDNA copies into the PCR step ( Figure 2C ). Furthermore, 88% of samples required 10 ng; only a few outlier samples required substantially more RNA to achieve and Figure 1 The targeted RNA sequencing workflow integrates the analysis of RNA targets with quantification of amplifiable RNA. After reverse transcription of the sample, the cDNA is quantified for preanalytical quality control (QC) and advanced to targeted enrichment and tagging. The resultant libraries are purified, quantified, and pooled for next-generation sequencing analysis. Sequence data are analyzed using a custom bioinformatics pipeline. TNA, total nucleic acid. the target copy number. This result is consistent with the known variation in nucleic acid quality found in FFPE samples. 39 
Accuracy
The accuracy of RNA variant calls was determined relative to reference assays using FFPE tumor biopsy and cell line samples with ALK, ROS1, and RET fusions and MET ex14. For ALK fusions, 65 samples (61 FFPE) were assayed using the targeted RNA-Seq method and independent assays (RT-qPCR, FISH, or IHC). All sample results identified as ALK positive (n Z 14/14) or negative (n Z 51/51) by the NGS assay agreed with the results from the reference methods (sensitivity Z 100%; 95% CI, 77%e100%; specificity Z 100%; 95% CI, 93%e100%). Each of the 14 ALK-positive fusions was also independently flagged with a 3 0 /5 0 imbalance, with no false-positive calls.
To evaluate the accuracy of calls for relatively common non-ALK fusions and MET ex14 skipping events, a set of 138 sample results (134 FFPE) derived from 71 unique source materials were evaluated. All results agreed with the reference methods for the 14 positive calls (six ROS1, five RET, and three MET ex14) and 124 negative calls (sensitivity Z 100%; 95% CI, 77%e100%; specificity Z 100%; 95% CI, 97%e100%).
Analytical Sensitivity and Dynamic Range
The preanalytical RT-qPCR QC assay was quantitative with a linear response of more than seven logs with an input of as few as 10 functional copies/mL (n Z 44, eight replicates at lower range). Analytical sensitivity of the full NGS assay was assessed with synthetic IVTs titrated down to two copies (Materials and Methods). The assay consistently detected five copies of IVT input, and two copies were detected in 27 of 32 measurements, consistent with Poisson distribution statistics (15.6% dropout rate observed versus 13.5% expected).
Analytical performance of the targeted NGS panel was further characterized using a set of samples that contained RNA fusions and MET ex14 skipping, including sample admixtures as low as 1% positive cellularity. Figure 3 demonstrates that specific fusions ( Figure 3A) and skipped MET ex14 transcripts ( Figure 3B ) were detected at the 1% level. Detection of fusion-positive status by 3 0 /5 0 imbalance ratio achieved 100% sensitivity at 15% cellular positivity and 50% sensitivity at 5% cellular positivity ( Figure 3C) .
The input range of the assay was assessed using libraries prepared from 10 to 20,000 cDNA functional copies. The coverage of the ECs of the high-input samples was nearly equivalent to libraries generated from inputs that were 20fold lower. Furthermore, the inclusion of high-input libraries did not perturb variant calling. All fusion calls were accurate except for one library with an input of <10 functional copies, well under the minimum recommended input.
Repeatability
A set of eight samples were used to evaluate the consistency of fusion transcript and splice variant detection and gene expression measures. This set was composed of TNA from three residual clinical FFPE specimens, three cell lines (one with a spiked synthetic template), a tissue mixture (lung, placenta, testes), and a nontemplate control. Three EML4-ALK fusions and one MET ex14 splice variant were included. Interoperator repeatability was performed by amplifying, sequencing, and analyzing the eight-sample panel across three replicates and two operators in a single run; interrun variability was assessed on six additional sequencing runs.
Functional cDNA copies for repeated sample measures (not counting the nontemplate control) ranged from 691 to 18,165, with a median of 2175 copies and a median withinsample CV of 18.3%. As expected, all 12 nontemplate Figure 4A ) and mixed-effects modeling. Cluster analysis segregated NGS libraries for all but two samples, which represented HL-60 cell line DNA with and without spiked synthetic fusion templates, respectively. The effects of run and operator were found to be statistically significant (P < 0.05) but not meaningful (explaining <0.5% of the total within-gene variance). Moreover, expression measurements from libraries prepared by different operators and analyzed on independent sequencing runs highly correlated (R 2 > 0.98) ( Figure 4B ).
Multisite Precision Study
To assess the robustness of the assay across different laboratories, five independent sites evaluated the targeted RNA-Seq panel using up to 32 unique samples and a total of 264 NGS sample libraries. The cohort contained multiple fusion-positive samples, a MET ex14 positive, and a fusion titration set, in addition to negative samples and positive and negative controls (Supplemental Figure S1 ). Libraries were binned in pass, at risk, or fail post-NGS QC categories by site ( Table 2 ). Of the two failed libraries, one was attributed to operator error (no library generated) and the other to a dropout of one of the three EC genes. For the latter case, dropouts were also observed in a group of the other mRNA Eighty-nine percent of libraries passed quality control, 10% of libraries were at risk, and 1% of libraries failed quality control across all five sites (excluding controls). At risk libraries coincided with poor next-generation sequencing cluster density, and failed libraries were consistent with errors in library generation. All positive and negative control libraries yielded the expected results. Fusion and splice-variant calls and 3 0 /5 0 imbalance calls are shown for sample next-generation sequencing libraries that met the defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. jmd.amjpathol.org -The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics expression markers. This result suggested poor library generation, operator error, process failure, or equipment failure. At risk libraries (n Z 24) coincided with four NGS runs with low seeding densities and near-capacity multiplexing, thereby resulting in fewer total reads per library than required ( Supplemental Table S2 ).
A summary of performance statistics for call concordance among the 248 qualified libraries (ie, 250 RNA-containing libraries sans two with QC failures) is given in Table 3 . Targeted fusions (ALK, ROS1, FGFR3) and splice variants (MET ex14) were detected in 130 of the 248 libraries; these results were in complete agreement with the reference results. Unexpected fusion calls were identified in 9 of the 248 libraries. A subsequent investigation identified contamination from highly concentrated fusion-positive samples in adjacent wells as the source of these falsepositive signals. Indeed, 0.16% to 0.70% well-to-well carryover by read coverage was sufficient to account for the corresponding variant call that was observed. These results were removed from the final analysis consistent with the post-NGS exclusion criteria (Materials and Methods).
Imbalances were detected in 84 libraries with 100% agreement across all sites and consistent with known breakpoints. One missed call was observed in an at risk library, consistent with the types of errors associated with at risk libraries (see Discussion). Reproducibility of mRNA expression measurements was consistent between intrasite ( Figure 4 ) and intersite assessments.
Concordance with Orthogonal Testing Methods
Method comparisons are instructive to appreciate how results may be correlated or contrasted across different technologies. To this end, Jewish General Memorial Hospital, which also participated in the multisite precision study, compared fusion calling using the targeted RNA-Seq system with three other assays: i) FISH, ii) IHC, and iii) the nCounter Vantage Lung Gene Fusion Panel. As a first step, the targeted RNA-Seq and nCounter methods were compared using 15 samples from the multisite precision study. The results between the two assays were in good agreement ( Table 4 ). The only deviation within this data set was that the nCounter assay was unable to identify the specific ALK fusion breakpoint for sample ERL20, which had the lowest input (9 ng of TNA) of the associated FFPE RNA titration series. Instead, an ALK fusion event was called on the nCounter by imbalance only.
Next, a separate set of 11 residual clinical samples was analyzed across FISH, IHC, nCounter, and the targeted RNA-Seq assay ( Table 4 ). Targeted RNA-Seq analysis results of these samples were concordant with those obtained by other methods. For example, an ALK fusion called using FISH, IHC, and nCounter was also called using the RNA-Seq assay. Two samples with a ROS1 fusion reported by nCounter and FISH were similarly called by RNA-Seq. Fusion imbalances were detected by NGS in one of the three fusion-positive samples; however, inspection of the NGS coverage data showed signals near but below the nominal cutoff in the two imbalance-negative cases.
Discussion
Emerging tools such as NGS have accelerated our understanding of oncology molecular pathways and helped to translate this information to the clinic through precision therapies. Such therapies for lung cancer require sensitive molecular assays to identify actionable targets. Although these targets may be DNA or RNA in origin, there is an increasing appreciation of RNA-based markers as primary analytes for cancer-related diagnostic assays. NGS analysis of RNA includes several technologies, but these can be broadly binned into two categories: whole-transcriptome sequencing and targeted sequencing. Compared with wholetranscriptome RNA-Seq, targeted sequencing offers the benefit of interrogating only those markers with established diagnostic value, which often leads to more cost-effective workflows, less complex and onerous bioinformatic analysis and interpretation, and a reduced burden for nucleic acid inputs that preserves limiting sample material. Given these advantages, a focused NGS panel that enriches for RNA variants recommended in NSCLC professional guidelines was developed. This content includes well-characterized RNA fusions and splice variants and other expression markers, such as genes associated with immune checkpoints. To the best of our knowledge, this panel is the first fully integrated and standardized RNA-based targeted NGS assay system that reports actionable fusions and exonskipping variants in NSCLC and improves postanalytical interpretations by incorporating sample-specific preanalytical measures.
During the development and optimization of this assay system, several hurdles that have implications for related NGS approaches were identified. The first of these was the authenticity of the sequence information in public databases. Fusion breakpoints that were the basis for panel design were drawn from many sources, including the COSMIC database and the primary literature. In the process of verifying these breakpoints, many disagreements were found with the information in the databases. These disagreements included ambiguities in genomic coordinates via inclusion of alternative reference sequences (eg, RefSeq versus Ensembl) and outdated versions of those sequences 40, 41 as well as mistakes in database entry. 42 As a result, manual verification of reported fusion breakpoints was an essential step to avoid design flaws that otherwise would produce systematic falsenegative calls. This type of error is particularly insidious because most of the fusions in the panel are rare, and thus a null result would be consistent with expectation for >99% of analyzed samples. Wet-bench verification using synthetic RNA templates for every target was included to ensure that all breakpoints were correctly designed and could be reverse transcribed, sequenced, and detected.
A second hurdle was the variable functional quality of FFPE RNA and its effect on reliable target enrichment and NGS library preparation. RNA integrity is compromised by formalin fixation and embedding, 43e45 and, as a result, FFPE samples may not generate serviceable NGS libraries, particularly at inputs with low functional RNA. FFPE RNA can produce low-complexity libraries with a large number of reads but lacking sufficient template diversity to represent low-abundance fusion events. In this situation, it is difficult, if not impossible, to reliably distinguish truenegative and false-negative calls using postsequencing QC metrics alone.
RT-qPCR, rather than mass-based spectrophotometry or fluorometric assays, was used to quantify input FFPE RNA or TNA and ensure adequate template complexity into library generation. The rationale was to use the same method to quantify the RNA that is used to enrich RNA targets during library preparation, thereby linking the utility of the information across the process. This strategy creates high confidence in the minimum input quantities needed to produce sensitive and specific analyses. 46 Indeed, functional RNA quantification highly correlated with the fraction of reads that passed filter. An inflection point in this association was observed at 200 amplifiable RNA copies and verified to 5% fusion-positive cells, establishing the minimum input into the assay. Of importance, sample-specific QC data were embedded into the bioinformatics logic and call analysis to categorize samples as pass, at risk, or fail. With this approach, samples that are called negative are confidently called as true negatives down to the 5% sensitivity threshold. In contrast, samples with low template complexity that fail or are labeled at risk for a false-negative call can be flagged. These two outcomes sit on opposite sides of a line that divides true-negative calls from falsenegative calls and provide an escape from the ambiguity of a net no-call scenario.
A third challenge was a direct consequence of the sensitivity of the assay to detect even a few copies of target RNA. A 0.3% mean rate of interlibrary contamination on the NGS flow cell attributable to index code misassignments was observed. Although this low rate would not be expected to affect NGS assays with prosaic sensitivity, it created false-positive calls in the assay where fewer than five copies of input fusion templates could be called. Recently, such index hopping has been noted by other groups. 38 A solution to this problem was to extend the NGS read lengths and phase the reading of sample-specific barcodes rather than rely on a separate index read and conventional demultiplexing. This correction reduced the incidence of index hopping to undetectable levels (<0.01%), preserving the fidelity of low-level variant calls.
Once these hurdles had been surmounted, the assay system was evaluated in a series of verification studies. Fusions and MET ex14 were detected down to 1% admixtures of FFPE or cell line TNA, respectively. Imbalances were consistently detected at 15% admixtures and half the time at 5% mixtures. ALK, ROS1, and RET fusions and MET ex14 splice variants were accurately reported in FFPE and cell line samples without falsepositive or false-negative calls compared with reference methods. Single-site and multisite precision studies demonstrated reliable detection of targeted fusions, expression imbalances with known fusions, and MET ex14 skipping. Expression levels of the panel of 23 mRNA transcripts spanned a approximately 1000-fold range and were highly correlated within and across runs. Finally, RNA variant calls for an independent set of clinical specimens analyzed using FISH, IHC, and/or the jmd.amjpathol.org -The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics nCounter assay strongly agreed with results from the targeted RNA-Seq assay.
The multiplex RNA-Seq system addresses several challenges associated with the molecular analysis of NSCLC samples, namely i) content breadth and relevance, ii) assay sensitivity, and iii) assay standardization and implementation. On the first point, the content includes established actionable fusions, such as ALK, RET, and ROS1, but also NTRK fusions that may respond to developmental breakthrough therapies, such as entrectinib and larotrectinib for NTRK. 47 Furthermore, ascertaining the specific breakpoint of fusion genes may have clinical implications; for example, different ALK fusion genes and EML4-ALK variants have shown differential sensitivity to crizotinib and TAE684, which may help to explain differences in patient responses to ALK inhibitors. 48, 49 Of importance, many untargeted fusions can be detected through imbalances in 3 0 and 5 0 expression. When the fusion partner is not known, imbalanced expression yields descriptive information akin to FISH and IHC results. In contrast, when the specific fusion is detected, the evidence of an expression imbalance can provide a built-in confirmation assay. We note that the sensitivity of imbalance detection, however, is lower than that of targeted fusions and most useful for genes that are not typically expressed in lung tissue, such as ALK and RET. Fusion genes with appreciable background expression, such ROS1, are more difficult to resolve by imbalance alone. 50 As a result, 3 0 /5 0 imbalances not explicitly targeted by the panel should be confirmed using an independent method. Furthermore, we note that rare fusions not included in the targeted designs or by 3 0 /5 0 imbalance will not be detected. In addition to fusions, the multiplex primer set used in the enrichment step amplifies a number of other genes whose transcription has theranostic or prognostic implications. These genes include MET, whose overexpression is associated with response to crizotinib, 24 and PDL1 which is often used to determine whether patients are candidates for pembrolizumab. 51, 52 Although PDL1 expression is conventionally assessed at the protein level, recent studies have have agreement between PDL1 mRNA expression quantification and IHC. 53e55 However, assessment and reporting of the expression of these genes were beyond the scope of the multisite study.
The extremely high analytical sensitivity of the NGS system is advantageous for several reasons. First, low-level fusions that may be clinically relevant can be detected that may be missed by other methods. In fact, previous studies have found that RT-PCR, which is the basis for the targeted enrichment in the multiplex RNA-Seq assay, is more sensitive and less subjective than IHC and FISH. 26, 56 Second, high assay sensitivity can increase the fraction of samples that can be analyzed by accommodating the damaged and fragmented nucleic acid caused by the fixation and embedding of FFPE samples. Third, and complementary to the topic of nucleic acid quality, lower FFPE RNA inputs or tumor purity can also be accommodated because only a few copies of the fusion transcript are needed to trigger a positive call. This capability preserves limiting samples that may be needed for additional molecular or protein testing. A potential concern of such sensitive detection, however, is that even a miniscule contamination of a fusion-negative sample with a trace amount of a strongly fusion-positive sample can lead to a false-positive call. For this reason, a combination of sequestered template and nontemplate sample handling and careful laboratory technique is recommended.
Finally, the standardization of assay components across wetware (reagents), hardware (sequencer), and software (bioinformatics and reporting) can expedite implementation and, as demonstrated by the findings from this five-site precision study, generate reproducible data across laboratories. Concerns about the reliability of molecular testing continue to be topic of much discussion, and prominent examples, such as variable BCR-ABL transcript monitoring, 57 which drove the adoption of IS harmonization, and inconsistent mutation profiling of liquid biopsy samples, have underscored the need for standardized molecular diagnostics. NGS, particularly using benchtop sequencers, has sufficiently stabilized to support diagnostic applications after years of exponential technology growth, instrument upgrades and refinements, and a focus on discovery. The targeted RNA-Seq system described here leverages this maturity by matching it with a complete system, from wet bench to dry bench, to accurately identify RNA variants in NSCLC FFPE tumor biopsies. jmd.amjpathol.org -The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
